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A b s t r a c t . A brief review is given on the current progress of the photometric and spectroscopic studies of the field red horizontal branch
(RHB) stars. Possibilities of identification and determination of the
main atmospheric parameters and abundance anomalies in the atmospheres of the RHB stars are discussed.
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1. Introduction
The horizontal branch is one of the most interesting stages of
stellar evolution. The stars on it, after the core helium-flash, have
a double energy source: helium burning in the core and hydrogen burning in the shell. The red horizontal branch (RHB) stars
are well known in globular clusters, however, their identification in
the galactic field is still in the initial stage. Identification of free
RHB stars is difficult because they can be confused with massive
yellow giants as well as with unresolved binaries lying in the same
area of the HR diagram. Cannon (1970), from the analogy with
old open clusters, suggested that a large proportion of the field red
giants with M v ~ + 1 may be in the helium-burning stage of evolution. Gustafsson and Ardeberg (1978), from the analogy with
metal-rich globular clusters, have suggested the number density of
free RHB stars to be equal to Ν ~ 1 0 - 5 p c - 3 . This means that there
must be approximately 40 red giants per one horizontal-branch star
or that there should be about 50 stars of this type brighter than
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V — 6.0. Later on, using the uvby system, Ardeberg and Lindgren
(1981) observed a sample of 306 stars brighter than Β = 10.6 and
concluded that the RHB stars seem to be extremely rare in the solar
neighbourhood: only a few stars have been suspected of belonging
to the RHB population. According to Rose (1985), the RHB stars
may constitute at least 5 % of the entire giant-branch population in
the disk. Presently, more than 60 field red horizontal branch candidates are already classified, and most of them are included in the
catalogues of Population II stars compiled by Bartkevicius (1980,
1984a,b).
2. Identification and d e t e r m i n a t i o n of t h e basic a t m o s p h e r i c
parameters
The simplest way to detect stars belonging to the RHB is by
photoelectric photometry in a system giving three-dimensional classification. The first attempt to identify the RHB stars using the
Geneva photometric system was carried out by Grenon (1972), however, it was concluded that, without a kinematical criterion, the RHB
field stars cannot be separated. The Strömgren photometric system
was applied for this purpose by Gustafsson and Ardeberg (1978).
On the basis of model-atmosphere and synthetic colour calculations
it was found that the uvby photometry should provide an appropriate method for finding the RHB stars of intermediate Population
II. The uvby photometry in surveying the RHB stars was found to
be efficient when the interstellar reddening Εβ-v is known within
~ 0.10 mag.
The Vilnius medium-band photometric system gives temperatures, luminosities and metallicities for F - G - K - t y p e stars in the presence of any interstellar reddening and it was shown to be the most
suitable system to isolate the red horizontal branch objects (Straizys
et al. 1981). By means of this photometric system about 40 of the
field RHB candidates have been identified (Straizys et al. 1981,
Bartkevicius and Sperauskas 1983, Bartkevicius and Tautvaisiené
1987). The most suitable two colour index diagrams are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, where individual RHB stars are plotted together with
the sequences of normal supergiants, giants and main sequence stars.
In the diagram U — P, Y — V, the suspected RHB stars occupy the
region between the sequences of giants and supergiants, lying even
closer to the supergiant sequence. At the same time, the diagram
X — F, Y — V helps to separate them from supergiants quite well.
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Fig. 1. Location of suspected red horizontal branch stars in the
(U-P)o, (F-V)o diagram of the Vilnius photometric system. Sequences
of normal supergiants, giants and dwarfs are shown.

Fig. 2. Location of suspected red horizontal branch stars in the
(X-K)o, (Y-V)o diagram of the Vilnius photometric system. Sequences
of normal supergiants, giants and dwarfs are shown.
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The efficiency of the photometric identification of R H B stars
was significantly improved after it became possible to determine all
the basic atmospheric parameters and to compare the locations of
suspected field RHB stars with theoretical evolutionary sequences
in a log T , log g diagram. For metallicity determination in the
Vilnius photometric system, we may use a method developed by
Bartkevicius and Sperauskas (1983). Depending on the metallicity,
two calibrations in terms of effective temperature may be used: the
first one by Straizys and Bartkevicius (1982) for solar metallicity
stars and the second one by Tautvaisienè (1987) for metal-deficient
stars. And finally, it was found that the equation log g = 5.163 —
4.915 · (U — P)o, determined for G - K giants of different metallicity
by Tautvaisienè and Lazauskaitè (1993), is applicable to R H B stars,
too. In Fig. 3, the positions of RHB stars are shown on the log g, log
Te diagram, along with evolutionary sequences calculated by Bressan
et al. (1993) and Fagotto et al. (1994a,b).

log Τ
Fig. 3. The log g, log Te diagram exhibiting the RHB candidates. Evolutionary sequences of the horizontal branch stars and giants
(AF = 0.9 MQ, Y M S « 0.24) are calculated by Bressan et al. (1993) and
Fagotto et al. ( 1994a,b).
A spectroscopic method of identification of the R H B stars was
presented by Rose (1984, 1985). It uses 2.5 Â resolution spectra
in the blue. The RHB stars are shown to be evolved stars by the
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strength of their Sr II λ 4007 line and are distinguished from the
post-main-sequence stars evolving through the same region of the
HR diagram by the intensity of their CN Λ3883 and Λ4216 bands.
T h e diagnostic indices were defined by comparing the counts in the
bottoms of two neighbouring absorption lines or by comparing the
counts in two neighbouring pseudocontinuum peaks. Using this spectral classification method, Rose (1985) has made a systematic study
of G-type stars from the North Galactic Pole survey of Upgren (1962)
and suggested that many red horizontal branch stars are present.
Some of these stars later were observed photometrically by Norris
(1987) in the Geneva system and by Tautvaisiené (1994a) in the Vilnius system and were shown to be good RHB candidates. Later on,
Tripicco and Bell (1990) calibrated the listed spectroscopic indices
using model atmospheres.

3. Determination of the detailed chemical composition
T h e study of the chemical composition of the HB stars relates
to many important astrophysical problems. The morphology of theoretical horizontal-branch sequences in the HR diagram and evolutionary lifetimes are sensitive to the chemical composition. T h e
photospheric abundances of RHB stars reflect both the primordial
abundances and the effects of mixing during the preceding evolution
along the red giant branch, during the helium flash and during the
present core helium burning stage of evolution. Abundance anomalies caused by the appearance on the surface of material processed
in nuclear reactions may provide valuable information both on the
nuclear reactions in evolved low mass stars and on the mechanisms
of driving the processed material to the stellar surface. Such abundance anomalies are under extensive investigation in the asymptotic
giant branch (AGB) stars, reviewed by Lambert (1991). Evidence
of CN processing and mixing is seen even in the atmospheres of the
ordinary globular cluster giants (rev. by Norris 1988 and Wallerstein
1988) and the field Population II giants (Sneden et al. 1986). T h e
extent to which the surface composition of the red horizontal branch
stars may be altered, so far remains an open question, although some
interesting implications already exist.
So far we have no results of carbon and nitrogen abundances in
the RHB stars of the galactic field, however, there has been some
work done for the RHB stars in clusters. Brown (1987) has made
a spectroscopic study of carbon-to-nitrogen ratios along the evolu-
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tionary sequence of the old open cluster M 67 and found that the
change in C/N is greater than that predicted by "standard" evolution calculations. Smith and Penny (1989) have analyzed CN and
CH inhomogeneities among red horizontal branch stars in the globular cluster M 71. They found a bimodal distribution in the strengths
of the Λ 3883 and λ 4215 CN bands and a clear anticorrelation between the strengths of the Λ 3883 CN band and the CH absorption in
the region of the λ 4300 G band, indicating that a part of the surface
material of the CN-strong stars has been processed through the CN
cycle of hydrogen burning. The inference that may be drawn from
the available data on the carbon and nitrogen abundance variations
in the first-ascent giants, RHB and AGB stars is the following: the
mechanism responsible for producing the CN enhancement is still
active düring the advanced stages of evolution. Thus, the carbon
and nitrogen abundances of the field RHB stars might also give a
valuable information. The data on the Li abundances in the RHB
stars are completely absent, while it is known that lithium is also a
good indicator of mixing and mass loss processes in stars.
The most comprehensive chemical composition analysis of some
suspected RHB stars in the galactic field was recently done using
the high-resolution spectra of 11 stars obtained with the 6-meter
telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory, North Caucasus
(Tautvaisienè 1992, 1994b). An analysis of two RHB stars using
the same telescope was done earlier by Klochkova and Tautvaisienè
(1989). Some results for solitary RHB stars may also be found in
other investigations of the chemical composition of giants (Luck and
Bond 1981, Gratton and Ortolani 1984, Tautvaisienè and Straizys
1989, Luck 1991). The star HD 166161 was especially popular and
was analyzed by five authors (see, refs. by Cayrel de Strobel et al.
1992).
A comparison of available abundances of the atmospheres of the
RHB stars and normal giants and dwarfs shows a good fit for the
iron group elements as well as for other heavier chemical elements,
thus they may quite well serve for the galactic chemical evolution
studies. While dealing with lighter chemical elements, we must be
more careful. For example, the behaviour of sodium and aluminium
may be quite intriguing. Deupree and Cole (1983) have suggested a
possibility of non-standard evolution at the helium core flash. During
this event, Na and Al might be produced within certain bubbles deep
within the envelope of the star. Difficulties with this hypothesis have
been described by Norris and Pilachowski (1985), however, in the
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cluster M4 the [Al/Fe] excess was evaluated at 0.8 dex (Leep et al.
1986) and was not explained. In Fig. 4 the sodium abundances with
respect to iron axe displayed for the RHB stars. For comparison,
some recent data on ordinary giants and dwarfs are also shown. The
quite large spread of the [Na/Fe] ratio does not allow us to make
any particular conclusion. However, it is important to note that the
scatter of [Na/Fe] among dwarfs, recently obtained by Edvardsson
et al. (1993), is very small.
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F i g . 4 . Sodium abundances relative to iron versus the iron abundance
for the RHB candidates and for giants and dwarfs. The meaning of the
symbols in Figs. 4 - 7 :
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In Fig. 5 the mean abundance ratios of the α-process elements
(Mg, Si, Ca and Ti ) with respect to iron are displayed for the RHB
candidates and other stars. It is seen that abundances in the RHB
stars quite well match the data of other stars.
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F i g . 5 . The mean abundance ratios of the a-pro cess elements [ a / F e ]
= ([Mg/Fe] + [Si/Fe] + [Ca/Fe] + [Ti/Fe])/4 with respect to [Fe/H] are
shown for the RHB candidates and for giants and dwarfs. Symbols for the
R H B stars as well as for giants and dwarfs are the same as in Fig. 4.
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F i g . β. Oxygen abundances relative to iron versus the iron abundance
for the R H B candidates and other stars. Symbols are the same as described
in Fig. 4.
A quite interesting pattern is observable for the abundances
of oxygen (Fig. 6). We may suggest that our sample of metal-
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F i g . 7 . Abundance ratios of oxygen and α-process elements versus
the iron abundance. Symbols are the same as described in Fig. 4.

deficient RHB stars contains a slight overabundance of oxygen. This
overabundance is even better revealed in the ratio of abundances of
oxygen and the α-process elements (Fig. 7).
If we accept that our sample of suspected RHB stars represents
the matter from which they were formed, the abundance ratios of all
the light elements must be more or less the same, Thus, the oxygen
overabundance in RHB stars (if real) should be the result of nuclear
processing and mixing. If we allow mixing of processed material,
we may look for the explanation of our results by the He-burning
reaction rates. It is generally accepted that He-burning takes place
at ~ 1.0 χ 108 K. At this temperature, the reaction 1 3 C ( a , n ) 1 6 0
was shown to be a viable contender in low mass stars (Hollowell
1987, Hollowell and Iben 1988). The amount of α particles necessary
for the 2 2 Ne(a, n) 25 Mg reaction is dependent on the rate of this
reaction. The increasing rate of 1 3 C(a, n ) 1 6 0 results in decreasing of
abundances of 2S,26 Mg (Arnett and Thielemann 1985). In addition,
for the 2 2 Ne(a, n) 25 Mg reaction, the higher temperature is necessary
( 2 . 0 x l 0 8 K ) . The nucleosynthesis in helium burning cores of the low
mass stars is described in more details by Iben (1965), Arnett and
Thielemann (1985), Couan et al. (1985), Smith (1989) and Arnould
and Rayet (1990).
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4. Conclusions
We have attempted to provide a short description of the current
progress of identification and photometric and spectral observations
of red horizontal branch stars in the galactic field. It is clear that
more investigations are needed, both on the theoretical and on the
observational side. An obvious omission is the lack of data on several
elements that sample in different ways the principal sites of stellar
nucleosynthesis. The data on Li, C, N, O, Na, Al and other elements
would be of interest. The mixing mechanism of the processed material to the stellar surface remains essentially unknown. Valuable
information could be received from the investigation of the RHB
stars in the galactic field and in open and globular clusters.
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